In Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) models, often more than one efficient unit is available. To rank these units, many methods have been proposed. In recent years, using DEA and preference relation, many methods for ranking full the efficient units is presented. The fundamental problem, exist alternative Optimal solutions in DEA model have been suggested. Exist alternative Optimal solutions may assign more than one rank to a DMU. In this article, a new model of joint weights in DEA to obtain priority matrix (paired comparison matrix) is suggested. Then the fuzzy preference matrix can be built. More to using Eigen Values method in the AHP, the priority vector is obtained for the ranking DMUs. Also a way to produce unique optimal solutions for joint weight model proposed is provided. Advantage of unique optimal weights is that only a single ranking obtained for each DMU with a solution by each decision maker and any software.
Introduction
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) which was introduced by Charnes et al (1987) , is the mathematic planning method that used for evaluating decision making units (DMU) with several input and output. Such evaluation provides the possibility in which each unit finds its best efficiency, so usually more than one unit is evaluated as efficient. One of the most important defects in DEA is disability in detection of efficient units. A way for solving this problem is using preference relation method when DMUs are considered as alternatives (Desheng 2009 ). Preference relation is a method for ranking alternative with several criteria. To calculate Paired comparison matrix in the preference relation can be used of the DEA models. One of the problems in these method exist alternative optimal solutions is in proposed DEA model, that will lead to different rankings. This article includes the following subjects: the first Section is introduction; the second one is definition of Fuzzy Preference matrix; third Section includes DEA model suggested to obtain paired comparison matrix. Section 4 comprises some example to justify the contributed method and last section includes the conclusion.
Fuzzy Preference Relation
The foundation of Fuzzy Preference Relation (FPR) was proposed by Saaty in 1980. We make comparative double FPR (matrix) ( ) after evaluating efficiency of and (by using (4) and (5) 
.
Where in is under evaluation and , are the associated input and output weight vectors. by solving this model we estimate and we use resulted numbers in the following model:
Suppose that and are the optimal solutions for this model, so and are selected for this model in which (efficiency of ) kept constant while efficiency of other units increased.
Also consider efficiency relating to DMUd is . This is called cross efficiency of with respect to optimal evaluated weights for DMUd, (Doyle and Green 1994) . It is possible that this model has alternative optimal solutions, so it leads to different ranking, it will be continued by suggestion of one model for obtaining unique optimal solution. Consider to the following linear programming and dual problems:
. . ,
in witch is matrix of and .
Definition 2 A basic feasible solutions of the problem (5) . . , 
And then by using of the first formula, FPR matrix is formed after that by using Specific Amount Method, measuring weights ( s) and then ranking is done.
Summary of the above described is given in algorithm
Step1 Solve CCR DEA model, then get ;
Step2 Put the in model (4), then by solving this model get the optimal weights ;
Step3 By using of cross efficiency (relation (10)) formed the Fuzzy Preference Matrix;
Step4 Use Eigen value vector (3) and matrix values R, calculate weighs, and then do ranking.
Numerical example
Suppose that, In Table 1 Step1 Solve CCR DEA model, then get . We show them in Table 2 . Step 2 Put the in model (4), then by solving this model get the optimal weights . In Table 3 , we show optimal weights .
Step 3: Complete the Table 4 by using of cross efficiency relation and values given in Table 2 . Moreover, using (1), calculate the Fuzzy Preference Matrix and we show resulting in Table 5 . Step 4 By using Eigen value vector (relation (3)) and matrix value R, calculate weighs, then do ranking, we show this in Table 6 . Considering the existence of alternative optimal solutions, different weights and thus different performance is obtained (Show in Table 7 ). Table 7 The new matrix E with alternative optimal solutions obtains as the Table 8 , Like previous stage, we calculate fuzzy preference matrix R and show that in the Table 9 . Remark As can be seen from the above example, existing alternative optimal solutions were caused different rankings. Now, we solve the upper example with the proposed model in this article then we see that to obtain unique ranking;
Step1 Solve CCR DEA model, then get . We show result in Table 11 . Step2 Put the in model (4), then by solving this model, we get the unique optimal weights .
(Show in Table 12 ) Step3 Complete the following Table by using of cross efficiency (relation (10) ) and values given in Table  ( 13). Table 14 . 
.Conclusion
In this article by using DEA, FPR is obtained. Always, Exist alternative optimal solutions have been problem in front of researchers in DEA. For solving this problem, using the theorems the model that has alternative optimal solutions converted to the completely new model that has unique optimal solution. Then DMUs ranked by specific amount method in AHP. By using our model, each decision maker and any software can obtained only a single ranking for each DMU.
